FLOWER POWER
The flower garden revolution and its effect on
the design of chess sets in Europe from 1600

S

tylised pictures of flowers and leaves have
been used in architecture, pottery and
fabrics for at least 8,000 years. Ancient
societies produced drawings of plants,
which were as important as food or clothing. For
example the ancient Egyptians drew papyrus,
lotus and lilies. The palm, vine and acanthus are
common in Greek and Roman art. Finally, the
Indian double lotus can be seen on the bases of
John co. sets.
Gareth Williams says on page 64 in his book
Masterpieces: "The abstract design ... corresponds
to the formal setting of aristocratic palace
gardens prevalent in Germany and Austria ...
Fountain
styled Kings and Queens ...Floral
bishops ... the whole board overlooked by the
castle towers of a palace building. 1"
He is referring in this instance to the Selenus 2
pattern known from at least 1600. I think that this
apparent formality is imposed by the geometry of
the chess board in its primary tabiya 3, and the
floral designs of the sets give more clue to the
mindset of the designers of the day.
It would be tempting to put this increased
complexity down to the availability of more
sophisticated machinery such as the rose engine
lathes known from 1530 and made much use of
by court turners of the day to great effect. Ornamental lathes (Holtzapfiel 4 for example) were
used up to the First World War after which this
type of work became less popular.
However a close examination of the most
decorative sets of type will show them to have
been made on simple lathes with hand held
chisels, the flowers and leaves being carved by
hand afterwards.
Some sets such as Barley Corn and the
misnamed Hastilow 5 type were made on
ornamental lathes, but these are mostly English
made, probably in London (sometimes
Birmingham, Liverpool etc).
As far as is known, Hastilow did not make chess
sets at all so how his name came to be used for
the ornamental architectural style of the English
sets is not clear. but may be a Mr B…Mr H …
concoction6, bringing their collective count of
imaginary chess set styles to three (so far)--the
other two being pique sable/sand sets7 and
rosewater sprinkler/Turkish.

I have written further on these in past
magazines.
Chess sets made in India and the Far East
during the 18th and 19th Centuries on simple
bone lathes achieved some beautiful floral effects.
Their designs were however mostly copies of
existing English designs with an Oriental twist.
There is no evidence of ornamental lathes
being shipped to the East for use by native
turners by the East India Co. or anyone else for
that matter.
The influence for the flowery design must have
been social, fashion or market imperatives, or
more likely a combination of all three.
On the following pages I have arranged
pictures of a number of chess pieces to illustrate
my point in loosely chronological order from
simple turned sets from 1700 and before, up to
about 1850 for the more decorative designs.
The Dutch Floral designs were probably
influenced by the tulip mania of 1600 to 1637
when at its height a single tulip bulb could cost as
much as a merchant's town house in Amsterdam,
with coach and horses. (This price is disputed by
some because the evidence is known only from
one isolated source).
In England the gentry had been the proud
owners of large land holdings, inherited from
their warmongering ancestors for centuries.
Gardens tended to be smaller walled areas with
espaliered8 fruit trees, vegetable plots to supply
household kitchens, plants for medicinal uses and
herbs.
As the industrial revolution gathered pace from
1780 onward England changed from an agrarian
society to a town and city based population with
a burgeoning middle or merchant class, who had
the means to acquire the finer things in life.
Their wives had no need to work from dawn to
dusk (unlike the working class women who slaved
away on poorly paid piece rates for local
factories, coping with innumerable children)
They could hire off the tiresome aspects of'
childcare to wet nurses and employ their leisure
time with embroidery, sewing and chess. This
last was regarded as a useful wifely
accomplishment in order to keep her husband
amused when at home.

It is hardly surprising therefore that the turners
of the time would jump on this fashionable
bandwagon, so as not to miss the opportunity to
sell more of their wares in addition to the more
mundane household items of bone or ivory, for
example knife handles, combs, mirror backs etc.
Decorative sets such as these could hardly have
been intended for club or coffee house use. More
likely f'or this purpose would be the Regency
pattern known since the 16th Century. in France
or in England the old English plain bone style,
sometimes lumped in with the more decorative
Barley Corn 9 style which it resembles.
The St George, Edinburgh and Dublin patterns
came in later after the establishment of chess
clubs in large cities from about 1800 onwards.
It is interesting to compare the sets shown in
paintings of the period 1500-1900. This shows
that sets in pictures with at least one woman tend
to be more decorative than pictures with only
men present. .
The idea of a protected design or patent was at
this time unenforceable across different countries,
and it was common for merchants to have
desirable objects copied and where possible
improved, as happened with ceramics,for
example.
Taking the Selenus pattern, whose origins predate this period but which shows wide variation
in decoration from the simple spindle sets to
superbly pierced and decorated examples, the
basic shape is dictated by the materials most
commonly used, in this case bone from horses
cows or sheep. (Selenus sets were rarely made
from ivory or wood). The common formula for a
king is: flat round base, slim stem with up to three
cups. Only in England was the cup closed at the
top forming a barrel-like shape in the middle of
the piece giving the formula: flat round base, slim
curved stem. barrel, stem and finial.
Turners such as Michel Edel10 in Munich c.
1840 and Adam Shwartz 1820-1874 were
masters of their craft producing the most desirable of sets at the pinnacle of their popularity,
before the gradual introduction of more robust
playing sets for club use (Famously Jaques
Staunton pattern 11) from about 1840 onwards.
Incidentally the Staunton pattern is an
unsuitable design for this purpose because it is
easily damaged. The use of ebony for the black
side is particularly prone to chipping. However I
suppose it is too late to change things now.
Written by Alan Dewey-After a conversation with the
artist Martin Jones, in a cafe in the Admiral Viernon
antiques arcade Portobello Road one Saturday morning.

Notes
1 The dots ... indicate: bits I have missed out
from the text I am quoting.
2 Selenus (after Gustavus Selenus writer of the
first book of chess.
3 Tabiya (formal (arrangement of an army
before battle commences.)
4. Holtzapfiel--a lathe manufacturer from 1790
to 1920. (Father and son)
5 Hastilow--a 19th. century Dentist who did
some carving of ivory.
6 Mr B...Mr H. Mackett Beeson and Alex
Hammond-chess dealers; from the 1950s both
known for making up stories to support their
ideas of chess sets and to sell more sets at higher
prices.
7 Pique sable/sand sets--bust figures on sticks
used as pick up sticks or spillkins in French
(straws) Jonchette.
8 Espaliered--fruit trees grown flat along a wall
to maximise tcmperature and sun, also for easier
picking.
9 Barley Com chess sets--named for the incised
decoration said to resemble a head of barley.
10 Michel Edel-first name Spelt Micharl in
Gareth Williams book.
11 The Staunton Pattern is the type of set now
in universal use. Named after Howard Staunton,
the leading player of the time and editor of a
Chess Column for the Illustrated London News
1830 onwards. Staunton promoted Jaques sets for
a consideration (money), his connection with
Jaques being Nathaniel Cook--Jaques' !brothcrin-law and possibly the designer of the style. In
any event it was he who registered it-see The Art
of Chess by Colleen Schafroth pages 122/123.
pub. Abrams 2002.

Identification of illustrated chess sets
1. A bone chess set of simple form pre-17th
century
2 A set similar to one owned by Philidor
(1726-95). The design of the set must predate this
as we can asssumc Philidor would only use a set
of known and established design.
3 A simple ‘monoblock’ turned ivory set. 18th
century.
4 A Nuremburg ‘spindle set’ probably18th
Century.
5, 6 Two ‘Selenus’ pattern sets 19th century
but this design was known from at least 1600.
7 Possibly Danish unknown maker 18th or
19th century.
8, 9 Fruitwood Dan ish or Ger man,
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Toy co.
10. A more elaborate Selenus pattern set.

11. Delicate flower garden set by Adam
Shwartz. Copenhagen 19th century.
12 Another Danish set of vaguely similar type.
13. 14, 15 Three German sets 19th century.
Set 15 is in ivory and may be earlier.
16, 17, 18, 19 These highly decorated sets may
all be from the workshop of Michael Edel,
Munich 1840.
20 An Indian set in the so-called ‘Pepys’ style'-a chess set and backgammon board belonging to
Samuel Pepys is in the London Museum. The
backgammon board may be 17th century, the
chess set is probably 19th century and may have
come into the family later.
21 Set by Daniel Zacharias Wendlitz 1839
Knochen-Lubeck Museum.
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